
ARMSTRONG HATCHES

DP-6, DP-8, DP-10, DP-10x20These hatches are great.I had two DP-10x20 hatches on the cockpit sole of my SCAMP Noddy during the 2017 R2AK crossing during stormy high wind/wave conditions. The cockpit was flooded with about a foot of water over them for over two hours, with them under foot and body of the crew. They didn’t leak at all!I also had two of the DP-8 hatches on the cockpit seat tops that likewise didn’t leak. They were installed in a more protected area under the side decks and transom cap so not as true a test.  I’ve had these hatches installed now for 4 years.1. If you want them flush mounted it can be done but installation is just a bit more difficult. They need a 9mm relieve in the deck or seat top. Sized ½” diameter larger than the outside diameter of the deck plate. Then a backer of 9mm under the deck with a cutout sized to fit the hatch recommended cutout size.2. I found it worthwhile to rout drainage grooves to the above recessed hatches to allow water to drain out rather that accumulate and sit in the recess around the hatch. It’s not a problem re leaking, but it’s there when you open the hatch so water will then run over the cutout edge and directly into the cavity below. I usually take a shammy cloth or just my finger around the hatch and sweep water out the rout drain.3. Ensure you obtain a smooth and level mating surface for the hatch O-ring to mate with.4. For fitting purposes, Armstrong says you can reverse the vertical orientation of the cross-arm bar piece on the handle screw shaft. That will gain you about ½” more clearance under the deck.5. For the big 10x20hatches, they do need really structural reinforcement around them so there can be no flexing of the deck or hatch when stepped on in their middle. 
Replacement T-handle kits are recommended. Every boat should carry a couple. They are easy to replace in the field with a Phillips-head screwdriver, even one as small as found on a pocket Leatherman Multi-tool knife.6. Why would you need to replace one?
You as owner and installer have read the directions! Do not over-tighten or 
under-tighten the T-handle!



You may inadvertently do so, or a guest will most certainly will if not briefed properly.- If you do over-tighten you run the risk of shearing off the upper circlip on the T-handle shaft- If you back off the handle beyond the stop, so as to gain more room for the cross piece bar so the hatch can be removed- You then run the risk of shearing off the lower circlip on the shaft

Replacement Handle Kits  (Misc. SD Handle Kits PW) (Polar White) will fit all of the above hatches.DP-SA-White (Screw Assembly with Clip and O-rings – White)Obtain from Chris CallahanValley Industries Inc.Armstrong Nautical Products3140 S..E. Dominica Terrace



Stuart, FL 34997772-286-7204
Some SCAMP Comments re the big 10x20 hatches.I installed one forward under the cuddy,and one between Bulkhead-4 and Bulkhead-5, both cross-wise on the cockpit sole. I have since removed the aft one to retrofit a footwell in that location.The forward one, under the cuddy, is installed on the centerline (over the stem that supports the sole and doubler). To make is usable, after consultation with John Welsford, I cut away the upper part of the stem to allow access to the full under-sole compartment between B-3 and B-4.I installed fore/aft under-sole cleats on either side of the hatch to stiffen and minimize sole and hatch flexing.The hatch opening was recessed 9mm through the sole doubler to allow the hatch top to remain flush with the surrounding sole.  I also routed in 4 drainage channels that led to the gutter around the cockpit sole.  On the port side I installed a low “fiddle” inline fore and aft with the seat longitudinal.  This allows out of the way stowage of small items like canned good, MREs, and a few other food supplies.See photos below
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Cut-away Stem, view from Starboard


